
Response to review by J.-T. Fischer

Review of ’Modeling the inuence of snowcover temperature and water content on wet snow avalanche runout’
by C. VERA VALERO et al.’ In their revision the authors provided detailed answers to the issues raised by
the reviewers and managed to submit a new, enhanced version of their manuscript. The updated structure
allows to follow the ideas of the authors in a better way, but some issues remain a bit unclear (especially
section 4.1). Some clarifications that would especially be helpful for the potential readers, are addressed in
the answer to the reviewers, but are missing the in the updated manuscript and could be considered before
publication. :

ANSWER: We thank the reviewer again for the detailed comments. The manuscript is
continually improving.

In the following I summarize some main points; page and line numbers refer to the updated version of
the manuscript with highlighted changes in red and blue:

• depth and height are still used inconsistently throughout the manuscript

ANSWER: We are sorry. We went through the manuscript and consistently write ”height”
instead of ”depth”, where appropriate

• P3, 70: typo: citepGruber2009 : I am not sure this is completely true, see comment below α (parameter)

ANSWER: Changed, thank you, see track changes manuscript.

• P9, 225 : Here, it would be worth to mention whether the computational resolution always 3x3m (besides
the resolution variations in section 4.3)??

ANSWER: Thank you for the suggestion. We mention now the used grid resolutions in
section 3.2. Note that we think that Section 3.2 is more appropriate than the proposed Section
position by the reviewer.

• P10, 245 ...are sufficiently small...: Why are they sufficiently small?

ANSWER: The elevation differences between the weather stations and the release areas are
typically less than 200m. When we compare this to typical lapse rates in the atmosphere (e.g.,
7 degrees / 1000m for air temperature), we consider them representative for the release areas,
given typical uncertainties in weather station measurements. We rephrased the manuscript
at this point. We write, The elevation differences between the release zones or deposits zones
and the weather stations are typically less than 200m, which we consider sufficiently small,
given typical lapse rates in the atmosphere, to provide representative snowcover simulations
to estimate the initial and boundary conditions of the case studies

• P10, table 1 : I completely agree that this manuscript should not focus on any detailed evaluation of
SNOWPACK, however given the observed fractures depths (table 1), it would be very interesting how
it compares to the derived release depth - since it is a crucial part of the analysis.

ANSWER:Note that Table 1 lists for several cases the release depth derived from measure-
ments using either a drone, or terrestrial laser scanning. These were unfortunately replaced
by ”xx” in the track changed version, so the reviewer may have missed it. However, we added
a paragraph explicitly comparing the field measurements with the SNOWPACK simulations
results. See the track changes manuscript
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• P15, 340: ..This two-dimensional procedures avoids the problem of determining a one-dimensional
measure of avalanche runout. I completely agree with the authors: However since you already spend
the effort of calculating it, it could (but it does not need to) also be included in the analysis? Furthermore
it would still be interesting how these evaluation measures compare to other measures used for avalanche
simulations evaluation (such as mentioned in the first review, e.g. (Mergili et al.,2017a, for 2d) or
(Teich et al., 2013, and refs therein) for definitions of runout.

ANSWER:We use both the 2d contingency and the 1d runout analysis.

• deposition: For my point of view it is completely appropriate (as done and stated by the authors) to
evaluate simulation results of flow depths (above a threshold) at the last time with deposition patterns,
without taking into account different, observed depositions depths. However for the purpose of clarity,
it should be stated that (i) deposition is an interpretation of this distinct simulation result, since the
model does not directly cover deposition mechanisms (see e.g. Mangeney-Castelnau et al., 2003; Mergili
et al., 2017b) and (ii) how this simulation result is defined numerically (i.e. 15,352: ...all simulations
stopped when 95 percent of the total mass stopped moving - does the 95% correspond the maximum
momentum? what does stop mean (velocity below certain threshold?) in this context?)

ANSWER: We write: ’The calculated flow height at the last calculation step, provides
us with the inundation area. These flow heights might not represent the observed deposi-
tion depth, which is governed by different deposition mechanisms. The correspondence of
observed and calculated inundation area is checked using a dichotomous contingency table’
We rephrased the stopping criterion: ’All simulations stopped when the avalanche simulation
contained less than 5% of the maximum calculated momentum’.

• section 4.1: I have no doubt that the thermomechanical model allows to gain different and probably
even more suitable simulation results that the classical approach - but i am not convinced that the ap-
proach used here is valid to draw this conclusion P18 430: ...the thermomechanical model statistically
outperforms the guideline procedure...: While ad hoc parameter assumptions are allowed for the ther-
momechanical model (The model has one parameter - ... chosen by the avalanche expert...) - guideline
values (that still seem a bit unclear to me (for wet snow avalanches or 13, 323 return period of 10 or
30 years... or 19, 459: return periods greater than 300 years)) are used for the guideline-VS model.
Also considering that release depth is the most sensitive parameter, it could be discussed in more de-
tail why it is appropriate to perform simulations with the thermomechanically ad hoc modelled total
mass (release and entrainment) with the vs-guideline model, see lines 298 to 323: ...include the entire
avalanche mass within the release volume... - which would yield that the total mass in both simulations
is similar... but as it could also be seen: a different setup in initial potential energy of the flow. That
said, it appears to me that the comparison (more specifically this section) is not performed in a fair
way.

ANSWER: We want to emphasize to the reviewer: We do not want to compare models.
Independent of the model and the model results, we identify problems. Clearly a thermome-
chanical model, that accounts for snow temperature and snow conditions must be applied. We
truthfully characterize the problems of model applications for frequent avalanche within the
framework of a real time type hazard mapping. Nowhere in the conclusions do we state that
the thermodynamical model should be applied, or, that the guidelines should be replaced.
We simply point out the problems of specifying initial conditions based on the best method
possible, snowcover simulations.

In the discussion we write: ’The general thermomechanical avalanche dynamics model
RAMMS performs better than the guideline-VS model in all statistical scores, HKS, ETS, POD
and FAR. The guideline procedures are designed to model extreme, dry flowing avalanches,
not particular avalanche events. However, the guideline model achieved in some cases high
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contingency table scores, despite the application on non-extreme, wet snow avalanches. The
guideline-VS model was forced using friction coefficients calibrated by Salm 1990. It was
necessary to use the friction coefficients corresponding to smaller avalanche sizes in order to
achieve a good correspondence between measurements and simulations. For all case studies,
the friction coefficients chosen correspond to size class ’Small’ and a return period of 10 to
30 years. The guideline-VS model had to be manipulated by an expert user to get the best
results. For example, the general model was first applied to determine the mass-balance of
the event, which was then used to establish the initial conditions (i.e., released plus eroded
mass) of the guideline-VS model. Another disadvantage of the guideline model is that first a
calibration of the friction parameters is required to obtain reasonable contingency table scores.
Both steps are not required in the general model applications, because the friction parameters
are determined as a known function of snowcover conditions.’

• section 4.3: It could be interesting to shortly comment on how the DEM resolution (or computa-
tional/numerical resolution) may have an influence on the release volume (in terms of release area
etc.) or not since one main outcome of the paper is that very small variations of release volume have
a large impact on the simulation results (28, 624: an underestimation of fracture depth of only 10 cm
could lead to significant runout shortening

ANSWER: In the summary of the DEM resolution section we make a summary of the DEM
resolution analysis. It should be clarify now.

Response to review by G. Chambon

• P.2, l.24-29. I still do not understand the relations implied between the low cohesive strength of wet
snow and the size of the snow granules, and between the size of the granules and the effective viscosity
and cohesion of the flow. Please consider adding further information / references on these issues, or
simplifying these statements. From what I understand, the important message here is that wet snow
avalanches tend to have larger viscosities and cohesion; speculative and questionable interpretations on
the microstructural origin of these trends are probably not necessary.

ANSWER: We simplified the text. We now write ’The runout of wet snow avalanches is
especially difficult to calculate because temperature and liquid water content (LWC) have a
strong influence on the mechanical properties of snow Denoth 1982, Voytoyvski 1977, Salm
1982. When warm snow contains liquid water, the deformation mechanics is controlled by the
liquid film at the grain to grain contact Salm 1982. Wet snow can be plastically deformed
until it reaches ”packed density”. Granules in wet snow avalanches are therefore large, heavy
and poorly sorted in comparison to granules in dry avalanches. The bulk flow viscosity and
cohesion of wet snow avalanches is larger than in dry flows. The formation of levees with steep
vertical shear planes in wet snow avalanche deposits is another indication of the viscous and
cohesive character of wet snow avalanche.’

• P.7, l.136-139. It is not clear how the newly-added sentences starting with The basal boundary connect
with Eq. (7). Does it mean that Eq. (7) only account for processes active at the base? I would have
thought that shear-induced dilation or compaction can also occur in the bulk of the flow (as in granular
materials)

ANSWER: Yes, you are correct. The shear induced dilation can also occur in the bulk of
the flow. However, the model uses depth-averaged approach, therefore we cannot separate
processes in the core or at the base. Here we state that a hard rigid boundary is necessary to
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dilate the core and to initiate the change in configuration. We now write, The basal boundary
converts the production of random kinetic energy ṖΦ in the bulk into an energy flux that
changes the z-location of particles and therefore the potential energy and particle configura-
tion of the core.

• P.12. Is the amount of erodible snow determined similarly to the initial fracture depth, i.e. based on the
location of highest LWC in the snowpack? If so, this information would need to be stated more clearly
in the text. Moreover, recalling again, at the end of this paragraph, how the erodibility coefficient were
obtained, would certainly be useful.

ANSWER: When analyzing the SNOWPACK simulation results, we found that the snow cover
stratigraphy at the valley bottom often bears little similiarity to the snow cover in the release
area. In the valley, multiple melting events may have occurred during the winter season, ho-
mogenizing the snowpack. In homogeneous snowpacks, ponding occurs less often. Also crusts
that formed earlier in the winter season in the valley may cause ponding at a depth that does
not correspond to the fracture depth in the release area.
We now write, ’The amount of erodible snow is also calculating using the location of the pond-
ing layer. However, we calculate a gradient between the snowcover conditions at the release
and the conditions at the valley bottom. This means that the depth of the fracture height and
erodible layer decrease with elevation. The erosion model used is described by Christen 2010,
Bartelt 2012.’ We think this is much clearer than before. The erodibility values are the same
as stated in the reference papers. All simulations were performed within a narrow band of 0.6
and 0.8.

P.14-15. The newly added sentence - ’This two-dimensional procedure avoids the problem of defining a
one-dimensional measure of avalanche runout ’ - appears at odd with the next paragraph, which specifically
deals with the definition of avalanche runout

ANSWER: We introduced this sentence to explain an issue noted by reviewer no 1. This line
explains why we use a contingency table analysis (2D) and a runout analysis (1d). Thus, we
perform both a 1d and 2d analysis. If you use ’runout’ you need to define exactly what runout
is. In the contingency table analysis, no definition is necessary.

P.18, l.419. I do not understand why the authors refer here to extreme avalanches with a return period
greater than 300 years, while it is said previously (p.13, l.298-299) that the Voellmy-Salm parameters used
correspond to the class of small avalanches with return periods of 10-30 years?
ANSWER: Yes. this is clearly a mistake we write ’(avalanches with return periods greater
than 10 years)’.

P.19, l.444-445. The sentence ’The average scores of all’ seems fully redundant with the one just 4 lines
before: ’The average of the four’.

ANSWER:Yes, this is redundant. We removed the second sentence ’The average of all..’

P.20. I do not understand the newly added paragraph starting with The role of mass entrainment. In
this section, only changes in snow mass are considered, while snow temperature and LWC are held constant.
Hence, why do the authors point that the permutations did not include dry, cold snowcovers? Further-
more, the conclusion that snow quality (temperature, moisture) is more important than the snow amount,
besides being not supported by the presented data, appears in complete contradiction with what is said in
the following section. Please clarify this issue. More generally, I still believe that discussing, if possible, the
relative contributions of changes in the initial mass versus changes in the entrained mass would be interesting.
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ANSWER: Yes, it is in contradiction. We removed this paragraph. We were refereeing to
entrainment in general, considering both dry and wet flows. This has no place in the present
analysis which refers only to wet flows.

Sec.4.3. In their answer to J.T. Fischer, the authors mention that this section dealing with grid resolution
will be amended to make its message clearer. Yet, this section was in fact only marginally modified in the
revision. Similarly, my query to expand the last paragraph of the section, was not really addressed (this last
paragraph has actually been removed). I think that expanding on the answer to J.T. Fischer, and adding a
paragraph comparing the influence of changes in resolution versus changes in initial and boundary conditions,
would be a great addition in the context of the present study, compared to a mere naked investigation of the
effect of resolution.

ANSWER: We introduced the following text at the end of the section: ’In summary, we found
the following results regarding grid resolution:

1. Changes in grid resolution lead to variations in statistical scores comparable to changes
in initial conditions (mass and snow conditions)

2. There appears to be an optimal grid resolution between 3m to 5m. Coarser resolutions
(10m) smooth out the terrain too much and lead to larger inundation areas and longer
runouts.

3. For frequent avalanches (10 year return period) the 3m to 5m resolution is adequate,
based on the statistical scores. This implies that the digital smoothing is comparable to
the natural smoothing of the snowcover over bare ground.

4. The 3m resolution gives better statistical scores for avalanches following narrow gullies;
the 5m resolution gives better statistical scores for avalanches on open slopes.

’
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Abstract. Snow avalanche motion is strongly dependent on the temperature and water content of

the snowcover. In this paper we use a snowcover model, driven by measured meteorological data, to

set the initial and boundary conditions for wet snow avalanche calculations. The snowcover model

provides estimates of snow depth
:::::
height, density, temperature and liquid water content. This infor-

mation is used to prescribe fracture heights and erosion depths
:::::
heights

:
for an avalanche dynamics5

model. We compare simulated runout distances with observed avalanche deposition fields using a

contingency table analysis. Our analysis of the simulations reveals a large variability in predicted

runout for tracks with flat terraces and gradual slope transitions to the runout zone. Reliable esti-

mates of avalanche mass (height and density) in the release and erosion zones is identified to be more

important than an exact specification of temperature and water content. For wet snow avalanches,10

this implies that the layers where meltwater accumulates in the release zone must be identified ac-

curately as this defines the height of the fracture slab and therefore the release mass. Advanced

thermomechanical models appear to be better suited to simulate wet snow avalanche inundation ar-

eas in comparison to existing guideline procedures if and only if accurate snowcover information is

available.15

1 Introduction

Avalanche hazard mitigation has historically concentrated on catastrophic avalanches releasing from

dry, high alpine snowcovers. There are many regions in the world, however, where wet snow

avalanche problems are dominant. Increasingly, avalanche engineers require methods to consider

the avalanche hazard arising from frequent wet snow slides (Naaim et al., 2013).20
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The runout of wet snow avalanches is especially difficult to calculate because temperature and

liquid water content (LWC) have a strong influence on the mechanical properties of snow (Denoth,

1982; Voytokskiy, 1977; Salm, 1982). When warm snow contains liquid water, the deformation

mechanics is controlled by the liquid film at the grain to grain contact(Salm, 1982). Wet snow can

be plastically deformed until it reaches ”packed density”. The low compactive strength of wet snow25

is revealed in granulometric investigations of avalanche deposits: wet snow granules are
::::::::
Granules

::
in

:::
wet

:::::
snow

:::::::::
avalanches

:::
are

::::::::
therefore large, heavy and poorly sorted in comparison to granules in dry

avalanches (Jomelli and Bertran, 2001; Bartelt and McArdell, 2009). Thus, the initial compaction

of wet snow facilitates the formation of large, dense granules, leading to a significant increase in the

bulk
:::
The

::::
bulk

:
flow viscosity and cohesion of the avalanche (Bartelt et al., 2015). Another indication30

of the viscous and cohesive character of wet snow flows are the
:::
wet

::::
snow

::::::::::
avalanches

:
is
::::::

larger
::::
than

::
in

:::
dry

:::::
flows

:::::::::::::::::
(Bartelt et al., 2015).

::::
The

:
formation of levees with steep vertical shear planes in wet

snow avalanche deposits
:
is

:::::::
another

::::::::
indication

:::
of

:::
the

:::::::
viscous

:::
and

::::::::
cohesive

::::::::
character

::
of

::::
wet

:::::
snow

:::::::::
avalanches (Bartelt et al., 2012b).

An increased bulk flow viscosity, however, is not the only mechanical change induced by warm,35

moist snow. The presence of liquid water on interacting snow surfaces decreases the magnitude

of the bulk sliding friction coefficient. This decrease has been observed and quantified in many

experiments, particularly those involving ski friction (Glenne, 1987; Colbeck, 1992). The decrease

in sliding friction results in long-runout avalanches Naaim et al. (2013), making wet snow flows

particularly dangerous.40

To model the lower flow velocities associated with wet snow flows, the Swiss guidelines on

avalanche calculation recommend increasing the velocity squared turbulent friction (Salm et al.,

1990). Wet snow avalanches are therefore treated as dense granular flows in the frictional flow

regime (Voellmy, 1955; Bozhinskiy and Losev, 1998). Because measured velocity profiles of wet

snow avalanches exhibit pronounced visco-plastic, plug-like character, they are often modeled with45

a Bingham-type flow rheology (Dent and Lang, 1983; Norem et al., 1987; Salm, 1993; Dent et al.,

1998; Bartelt et al., 2005; Kern et al., 2009). Bartelt et al. (2015) uses cohesion to reduce the random

kinetic energy of the avalanche core which effectively hinders avalanche fluidization and prevents

the formation of mixed flowing/powder avalanches (Buser and Bartelt, 2015).

The sensitivity of wet snow avalanche flow on temperature and moisture content makes predic-50

tions of avalanche runout difficult. For example, wet snow avalanches often occur after extreme

precipitation events followed by intense warming. Because of differences in snowcover temperature

and water content between the release and runout zones, wet snow avalanches can start in sub-zero

temperatures and run into moist, isothermal snowcovers. That is, sub-zero release areas can lead

to the formation of dry mixed flowing/powder type avalanches that transition at lower elevations to55

moist, wet flows. Clearly, a wet snow avalanche model must account for the initial temperature and

water content of the snowcover.
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In this paper we use snowcover models to establish the initial and boundary conditions for wet

snow avalanche dynamics calculations. We specify snowcover information that is derived from de-

tailed physics based snowcover model simulations using SNOWPACK (Bartelt et al., 2002; Lehning60

et al., 2002). Unlike existing approaches, for example citepGruber2009
:::::::::::::::::::::
(Gruber and Bartelt, 2007),

avalanche dynamics parameters will not be tuned, but are fixed within the framework of empirical

functions parameterized by snow density, temperature and moisture content (Vera et al., 2015,

2016). Our goal is to obtain accurate runout and deposition predictions without ad-hoc modifications

to avalanche model parameters. Instead of parameter optimization, we specify snow depth
:::::
height,65

density, temperature and moisture content in both release (initial conditions) and entrainment zones

(boundary conditions) as input data for the model.

The approach consists of three basic steps (see Fig. 1):

1. Simulation of snowcover conditions using measured weather data as input.70

2. Simulation of avalanches using initial conditions defined by snowcover conditions.

3. Contingency table analysis to define the statistical score of avalanche runout calculation.

The procedure is applied to simulate twelve documented avalanche events, for which extensive

field measurements are available, including measurements from airborne laser-scans, drones and

photography and hand-held GPS devices. To determine how the procedure performs we compare75

the area covered in the simulations with the deposit area measured in the field. Simulated runout

patterns are compared to field observations. The correspondence of observed deposits and calculated

deposits is checked using a dichotomous contingency table, splitting the terrain in four different

classes: hits, misses, false alarms and correct negatives.

80
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Fig. 1: Flow diagram depicting the three step model chain. The procedure begins by simulating

snowcover conditions using measured weather data as input. Next, avalanche runout is simulated

using initial and boundary conditions defined by snowpack modeling. Finally, a statistical score of

the avalanche runout modeling is calculated.
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Additionally, a sensitivity study is performed by interchanging the initial and boundary conditions

of the twelve case studies and by varying the calculation grid cell size. The same contingency analy-

sis and runout comparison is performed with the results obtained from the sensitivity analysis. This

establishes to what extend the initial and boundary conditions indeed control the model performance.

85

2 Wet snow avalanche modeling

Wet snow avalanche modeling necessitates the simulation of four physical processes (Vera et al.,

2015, 2016):

1. The rise in avalanche temperature by frictional dissipation.

2. Phase changes and the production of meltwater.90

3. Entrainment of snow mass and the associated internal (thermal) energy change of the

avalanche.

4. Constitutive models describing how the avalanche flow rheology changes as a function of

temperature and moisture content.

One model that fulfills
::::
fulfils

:
these requirements was developed by Vera et al. (2015, 2016).95

2.1 Avalanche core

The flow of the dense avalanche core (subscript Φ) is described by nine independent state variables:

UΦ = (MΦ,MΦuΦ,MΦvΦ,RΦhΦ,EΦhΦ,hΦ,MΦwΦ,NK ,Mw)T . (1)

These variables include the core mass MΦ (which contains both the ice mass and the water mass

Mw), the flow height hΦ, depth-averaged velocities parallel to the slope uΦ = (uΦ,vΦ)T and in the100

slope perpendicular direction wΦ, the sum of the kinetic and potential energies associated with the

configuration and random movement of snow particlesRΦ and the internal heat energy (temperature)

EΦ. The formulation includes the dispersive pressure NK (Buser and Bartelt, 2015; Bartelt et al.,

2015).

The model equations can be written as a single vector equation:105

∂UΦ

∂t
+
∂Φx

∂x
+
∂Φy

∂y
= GΦ (2)
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where the components (Φx, Φy , GΦ) are:

Φx =



MΦuΦ

MΦu
2
Φ + 1

2MΦg
′hΦ

MΦuΦvΦ

RΦhΦuΦ

EΦhΦuΦ

hΦuΦ

MΦwΦuΦ

NKuΦ

MwuΦ



, Φy =



MΦvΦ

MΦuΦvΦ

MΦv
2
Φ + 1

2MΦg
′hΦ

RΦhΦvΦ

EΦhΦvΦ

hΦvΦ

MΦwΦvΦ

NKvΦ

MwvΦ



, GΦ =



ṀΣ→Φ

Gx−SΦx

Gy −SΦy

ṖΦ

Q̇Φ + Q̇Σ→Φ + Q̇w

wΦ

NK

2PVΦ − 2NwΦ/hΦ

ṀΣ→w + Ṁw



.

(3)

The flowing avalanche is driven by the gravitational acceleration in the tangential directions G =

(Gx,Gy) = (MΦgx,MΦgy). The model equations are solved using the same numerical schemes110

outlined in (Christen et al., 2010).

The model assumes non-zero slope perpendicular accelerations and therefore calculates the slope

perpendicular velocity of the core wΦ (Buser and Bartelt, 2015; Bartelt et al., 2015). The center-

of-mass of the granular ensemble moves with the slope perpendicular velocity wΦ. When wΦ >

0, the granular ensemble is expanding; conversely when wΦ < 0, the volume is contracting. The115

densest packing of granules defines the co-volume height 0hsΦ and density 0ρsΦ (Buser and Bartelt,

2015; Bartelt et al., 2015). The co-volume has the property that hsΦ ≥0 hsΦ and ρsΦ ≤0 ρsΦ.The normal

pressure at the base of the column N is therefore no longer hydrostatic, but includes the impulsive

reaction NK associated with the slope perpendicular accelerations,

NK =MΦẇΦ. (4)120

The total acceleration in the slope perpendicular direction is denoted g′; it is composed of the slope

perpendicular component of gravity gz , dispersive acceleration ẇΦ and centripetal accelerations fz ,

(Fischer et al., 2012). The total normal force at the base of the avalanche is given by N ,

N =MΦg
′ =MΦgz +NK +MΦfz. (5)

Changes in density are induced by shearing: The shearing stress in the avalanche core SΦ induces125

particle trajectories that are no longer in line with the mean downslope velocities uΦ (Gubler, 1987;

Bartelt et al., 2006). The kinetic energy associated with the velocity fluctuations is denotedRKΦ . The

potential energy associated with the dilation of the core is denoted RVΦ .

The production of free mechanical energy ṖΦ, is given by an equation containing two model

parameters: the production parameter α and the decay parameter β, see (Buser and Bartelt, 2009)130

ṖΦ = α [SΦ ·uΦ]−βRKΦ hΦ. (6)
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The production parameter α defines the generation of the total free mechanical energy from the shear

work rate [SΦ ·uΦ]; the parameter β defines the decrease of the kinetic part RKΦ by inelastic particle

interactions. The energy flux associated with the configurational changes is denoted ṖVΦ and given

by135

ṖVΦ = γṖΦ. (7)

The parameter γ therefore determines the magnitude of the dilatation of the flow volume under a

shearing action. When γ = 0 there is no volume expansion by shearing. For wet snow flows the

value of γ is small, γ < 0.2. The basal boundary plays a prominent role because particle motions in

the slope-perpendicular direction are inhibited by the boundary and reflected back into the flow. The140

basal boundary converts the production of random kinetic energy ṖΦ :
in

:::
the

::::
bulk

:
into an energy flux

that changes the z-location of particles and therefore the potential energy and particle configuration

within
:
of

:
the core. The potential energy of the configuration of the particle ensemble is denoted PVΦ .

2.2 Avalanche temperature

We model temperature dependent effects by tracking the depth-averaged avalanche temperature TΦ145

within the flow (Vera et al., 2015). The temperature TΦ is related to the internal heat energy EΦ by

the specific heat capacity of snow cΦ

EΦ = ρΦcΦTΦ. (8)

The avalanche temperature is governed by (1) the initial temperature of the snow T0, (2) dissipation

of kinetic energy by shearing Q̇Φ, as well as (3) thermal energy input from entrained snow Q̇Σ→Φ150

and (4) latent heat effects from phase changes Q̇w (meltwater production), see Vera et al. (2015).

Dissipation is the part of the shear work not being converted into free mechanical energy in addition

to the inelastic interactions between particles that is the decay of random kinetic energy, RKΦ

Q̇Φ = (1−α) [SΦ ·uΦ] +βRKΦ hΦ. (9)

A fundamental assumption of this model is that liquid water mass is bonded to the ice matrix of the155

snow particles and therefore is transported with the flowing snow. Mathematically, the governing

equations treat moisture content as a passive scalar. Meltwater production is considered as a con-

straint on the flow temperature of the avalanche: the mean flow temperature TΦ can never exceed the

melting temperature of ice Tm = 273.15 K. The energy for the phase change is given by the latent

heat L160

Q̇w = LṀw (10)

under the thermal constraint such that within a time increment ∆t

∆t∫
0

Q̇wdt=MΦcΦ(TΦ−Tm) for T > Tm. (11)
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Obviously, when the flow temperature of the avalanche does not exceed the melting temperature, no

latent heat is produced, Q̇w = 0.165

2.3 Snow entrainment

Another source of thermal energy is snow entrainment. The total mass that is entrained from the

snowcover (Σ) is given by

ṀΣ→Φ = ρΣκ‖uΦ‖ . (12)

where ρΣ is the density of snow and κ the dimensionless erodibility coefficient. The value of the170

erodibility coefficient depends on snow quality. Values for warm, wet snow are reported in (Vera et

al., 2015, 2016). The liquid water mass entrained by the avalanche is therefore,

ṀΣ→w = θwΣṀΣ→Φ. (13)

where θw is the LWC of the entrained snow. The thermal energy entrained during the mass intake is

Q̇Σ→Φ =

[
θiΣci + θwΣcw + θaΣca +

1

2

‖uΦ‖2

TΣ

]
ṀΣ→ΦTΣ (14)175

where ci, cw and ca are the specific heat capacity of ice, water and air, respectively. When the snow

layer contains water θwΣ > 0, then the temperature of the entire layer is set to TΣ = 0◦ C. Equation

14 takes into account the thermal energy contained in the entrained snow.

2.4 Flow friction

To model frictional resistance SΦ = (SΦx,SΦy) in wet snow avalanche flow we apply a modified180

Voellmy model(Voellmy, 1955; Salm et al., 1990; Salm, 1993; Christen et al., 2010),

SΦ =
uΦ

‖uΦ‖
[Sµ +Sξ] . (15)

consisting of both a Coulomb friction Sµ (coefficient µ) and a velocity dependent stress Sξ (coeffi-

cient ξ). The friction terms Sµ and Sξ are given by

Sµ = µN − (1−µ)N0 exp

(
N

N0

)
+ (1−µ)N0 (16)185

and

Sξ = ρΦg
‖uΦ‖2

ξ
. (17)

In the Coulomb friction term, N0 is the cohesion; see Bartelt et al. (2015) for values of N0 for wet

snow. The form of Eq. 16 ensures that the shear stress Sµ=0 when N=0, in accordance with shear

and normal force measurements in snow chute experiments. To model the decrease in friction from190
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meltwater lubrication, we make the Coulomb stress dependent on the meltwater water content hw.

We use the following lubrication function to replace the standard Coulomb friction coefficient µ:

µ(hw) = µw + (µd−µw)exp

[
−hw
hs

]
. (18)

where µd is the dry Voellmy friction coefficient, µw is the limit value of lubricated friction (Voellmy

assumed this value to be µw = 0 in the limiting case) and hs is a scaling factor describing the height195

of the shear layer where meltwater is concentrated. The dry friction µd depends on the avalanche

configuration:

µd = µ0 exp

[
− RVΦ
R0 +N0

]
, (19)

where µ0 is the dry Coulomb friction associated with the flow of the co-volume, which we take to

be µ0 = 0.55, see (Buser and Bartelt, 2015). The parameter R0 defines the activation energy for200

fluidization. Cohesion enhances the activation energy and therefore hinders the fluidization of the

avalanche core (Bartelt et al., 2015).

3 Selected wet snow avalanche events and modeling procedure

We apply the numerical model to simulate documented wet snow avalanches. The data set includes

twelve wet snow avalanches that occurred in the Swiss Alps and in the Chilean central Andes be-205

tween 2008 and 2015. The avalanches were selected for three reasons: (1) the avalanche was located

in the vicinity of an automatic weather station (henceforth AWS), (2) the release area and the area

inundated by the avalanche were measured either by hand held GPS, drone or terrestrial laser scan-

ning and (3) a high resolution digital elevation model (i.e. 2 m or higher) is available to simulate

the terrain. This information is summarized in Table 1. The avalanche release volumes varied be-210

tween 7,000 m3 and 330,000 m3. Most avalanches released from a wet snowcover and entrained

additional wet snow. However, in three events (Grengiols, Braemabuhl Verbauung and Gatschiefer)

the avalanche released as a dry slab at subzero temperatures, but entrained warm, moist snow at

lower elevations. The release, transit and deposit zone of ten of the twelve case studies were addi-

tional photographed from a helicopter. The two remaining avalanches (Drusatscha and Braemabuhl215

2013) were photographed by the authors from the deposition zone. The measurements from the re-

lease areas and deposits outlines for every avalanche path are shown in Supplement A in the online

supplement.

3.1 SNOWPACK simulations

The data provided by the automatic weather stations allows us to run detailed, physics based snow-220

cover simulations. We apply the SNOWPACK model (Bartelt et al., 2002; Lehning et al., 2002;

Wever et al., 2014) in a similar setup as the snow-height driven simulations in Wever et al. (2015,

9



Table 1: Case study, date and estimated time of occurrence, (AWS) automatic weather station at the

top, followed by a dash and the virtual slope (v. slope) used for the release zone and altitude of the

AWS, AWS and its altitude in the valley bottom used for deposits area, type of field measurement

and altitude of the release and of the deposits in m.a.s.l. For the laser scan and drone measurements,

the estimated fracture depths
:::::
heights

:
from these measurements are listed.

Avalanche Date/Hour AWS Release AWS Valley Fracture Altitude release

(altitude in m) (altitude in m) Method/Depth
:::::
Height (m) Deposits (m)

Gruenbodeli 23.04.2008 ≈ 14h00m KLO2-NE (2140) SLF2 (1550) Laser scan / 0.70 1900/1600

Salezer 23.04.2008 15h00m WFJ2-W (2560) SLF2 (1550) Laser scan / 1.1 2400/1500

Gastschiefer 23.04.2008 16h00m KLO3-N (2310) SLF2 (1550) Laser scan / 2.0 2400/1200

Braemabuhl 2013 18.04.2013 15h00m WFJ2-NE (2560) SLF2 (1550) GPS profile 2200/1600

Drusatcha 15.04.2013 17h00m WFJ2-W (2560) SLF2 (1550) GPS profile 2200/1700

MO-4 Andina Chile 15.10.2013 19h15m CAND5-SE (3520) Lagunitas (2770) Ortophoto 3700/3200

Grengiols 26.12.2013 13h00m GOMS-NE (2450) Estimated GPS profile 2300/1400

Verbier Mont Rogneux 13.03.2014 17h00m ATT2-W (2545) Estimated GPS profile 2400/1700

Verbier Ba Comb 13.03.2014 17h00m ATT2-SW (2545) Estimated GPS profile 2200/1600

Braemabuhl verbauung 03.04.2015 12h00m WFJ2-NE (2560) SLF2 (1550) GPS profile 2200/1600

Braemabuhl Wildi 04.04.2015 ≈ 14h00m WFJ2-NE (2560) SLF2 (1550) Drone / 1.1 2200/1600

CV-1 Andina Chile 19.10.2015 17h00m CAND5-E (3520) Lagunitas (2770) Drone / 1.1 2700/2500

2016). Because SNOWPACK is a one-dimensional model, we must transfer point simulation re-

sults to the slope in order to apply a two-dimensional avalanche dynamics model operating in three-

dimensional terrain. The horizontal distance between release zone or deposits zone and the mete-225

orological station varied between 200 m (the nearest) and 2200 m (the farthest). More important

than the linear distance is the difference in altitude. We argue that the
:::
The

:
elevation differences

between the release zones or deposits zones and the weather stations (see Table 1) are sufficiently

small
:::::::
typically

::::
less

::::
than

:::
200

:::
m,

::::::
which

:::
we

:::::::
consider

::::::::::
sufficiently

:::::
small,

:::::
given

::::::
typical

:::::
lapse

::::
rates

:::
in

::
the

:::::::::::
atmosphere, to provide representative snowcover simulations to estimate the initial and boundary230

conditions of the case studies (Vera et al., 2016; Wever et al., 2016).

To determine the initial temperature and moisture content of the snowcover requires an accurate

modeling of the surface energy fluxes (sensible and latent heat exchanges, incoming short and long-

wave radiation) which are influenced by the slope exposition. We account for exposition effects on

surface energy fluxes in the release zones using the virtual slope concept proposed by Lehning et235

al. (2008), which was found to provide accurate slope simulations that correspond with wet snow

avalanche activity, (Wever et al., 2016; Vera et al., 2016). We obtain snowcover layering, temper-

ature, density and LWC in the release zones using virtual slope angles of 35◦ (see Table 2). The

real slope angles of the release zones varied between 32◦ and 45◦. Shortwave radiation measured

at the AWS as well as snowfall amounts are re-projected onto these slopes, taking into account the240

exposition of the slope, (Lehning et al., 2008).

:::
For

:
a
::::

few
:::::
cases,

:::::
field

::::::::::::
measurements

:::::
using

::::::
drones

::
or

:::::
laser

:::::::
scanning

:::::::
allowed

:::
for

:::
an

:::::::
estimate

:::
of
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::
the

:::::::
fracture

:::::::
height.

::::
For

:::
the

:::::::::::
Gruenbodeli

::::
case,

::
a
:::::::
fracture

::::::
height

::
of

:::::
0.70

::
m

:::
has

:::::
been

::::::::::
determined

::::
from

:::
the

::::
field

::::::::::::
measurements.

::::::
Given

:
a
:::::

slope
:::::
angle

::
of

::::
35◦,

::::
this

::::::::
translates

::
to

:
a
::::::::::::
perpendicular

:::::::
fracture

:::::
height

::
of

:::::
0.57.

::::::::::::
SNOWPACK

:::::::
provides

::
a

::::
slope

::::::::::::
perpendicular

:::::::
fracture

:::::
height

:::
of

::::
0.56

::
m

::::
here,

::::::
based245

::
on

:::
the

::::::::
position

::
of

::::
the

::::::
highest

::::::
water

::::::::::::
accumulation.

:::::::::
Similarly,

::::
for

:::
the

:::::::
Salezer

::::
and

::::::::::
Gatschiefer

::::
case,

:::
an

:::::::
observed

:::::::
fracture

::::::
height

::
of

:::
1.1

:::
m

::::
(0.90

:::
m

:::::
slope

::::::::::::
perpendicular)

:::
and

::::
2.0

::
m

:::::
(1.64

::
m

:::::
slope

::::::::::::
perpendicular)

:
is
::::::
found,

::::::::::
respectively,

::::::
which

:::
was

::::::::
estimated

:::
by

:::::::::::
SNOWPACK

::
to

::
be

::::
0.95

::
m
::::
and

::::
1.72

::
m

::::
slope

::::::::::::
perpendicular,

:::::::::::
respectively.

:::
All

:::::
these

:::::
cases

:::::::
occurred

:::
on

:::
the

:::::
same

::::
day,

:::
and

:::
the

::::::::::::
SNOWPACK

:::::::::
simulations

::::::
clearly

:::::::
identify

::::::::
correctly

::::::
fracture

:::::::
heights

::
for

:::::
these

:::::
cases.

:::::::::
Similarly,

::
for

:::
the

:::::::::::
Braemabuhl250

::::
Wildi

::::
and

:::::
CV-1

::::
case,

::
a
:::::::
fracture

:::::
depth

::
of

:::
1.1

::
m

:::::
(0.90

::
m

:::::
slope

::::::::::::
perpendicular)

::::
was

:::::::::
determined

:::::
from

:::::
drone

::::::::::::
measurements.

::::
The

::::::::::::
SNOWPACK

::::::::::
simulations

::::::
provide

::
a
:::::
slope

:::::::::::
perpendicular

:::::::
fracture

::::::
height

::
of

::::
1.10

:::
and

::::
0.95

:::
m,

::::::::::
respectively.

:

To describe the snowcover at lower elevations in the transit and runout zones, we used the simu-

lated snowcover based on meteorological data measured at station in the the valley bottom. In this255

case, flat field simulations were analyzed, as deposits zones of large avalanches are often in rela-

tively flat terrain, compared to the release zones. The simulated snowcover information provides us

with the snow temperature, snow height, density and LWC at lower elevations. In eight of the twelve

case studies, the snowcover in the avalanche model can be considered as a single homogeneous layer

while for the remaining case studies, the snowcover was best modeled as a two layer system consist-260

ing of old wet snow covered by dry new snow, see Table 3. The elevation dependent properties of

the snowcover along the avalanche path were determined by constructing a linear gradient between

the upper and lower meteorological stations. This procedure could be applied for the case studies

that occurred near Davos (seven case studies) and the cases in Chile (two cases).

For the remaining case studies (Verbier Mont Rogneux, Verbier Ba Combe and Grengiols) we265

estimated snowcover conditions along the avalanche track by applying a negative linear gradient

of one third of snowcover height per 1000 meters of altitude. This rule provides gradients of

snowcover depth
:::::
height of 2 cm to 6 cm per 100 meters of elevation (see Table 3). This method is in

agreement with the Swiss Hydrological atlas. In these special cases, the snow temperature, density

and LWC were kept constant to the values estimated by the SNOWPACK model at the release270

altitude. In case of avalanches with new snow on top of the wet old snowcover, we consider the new

snow amount measured at the AWS and estimate a decreasing linear gradient of new snow depth

:::::
height

:
with altitude.

3.2 Avalanche dynamics calculations: initial and boundary conditions275

We apply two different models to simulate the twelve case studies. The first is based on the

thermomechanical avalanche dynamics equations presented in Section 2, see (Vera et al., 2015,

2016); the second avalanche model follows the Swiss guidelines on avalanche calculation (Salm et
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Table 2: Initial conditions derived from SNOWPACK simulations at the release for each avalanche

Avalanche Date Meteostation LWC (%) depth
::::
height

:
(m) density (kg m−3) temperature (◦C) Cohesion (Pa) Released Volume (m3) Growth index (-)

Gruenbodeli 23.04.2008 ≈ 14h00m KLO3-NE 1.45 0.56 197 -0.3 100.0 52882 2.2

Salezer 23.04.2008 ≈ 15h00m ATT2-SW 1.89 0.95 317 -0.1 150.0 46394 2.4

Gatschiefer 23.04.2008 16h00m KLO3-N 1.63 1.72 320 -0.1 150.0 330544 1.8

Braemabuhl 2013 18.04.2013 15h00m WFJ2-NE 2.97 1.11 353 0.0 150.0 21404 3.5

Drusatscha 15.04.2013 17h00m WFJ2-W 3.41 0.54 291 0.0 150.0 32730 2.3

MO-4 Andina Chile 15.10.2013 19h15m CAND5-SE 2.44 0.90 296 -0.2 150.0 9257 2.1

Grengiols 26.12.2013 ≈ 13h00m GOMS-NE 0.00 1.10 175 -7.4 100.0 129392 3.9

Verbier Mont Rogneux 13.03.2014 17h00m ATT2-W 3.67 0.60 317 0.0 150.0 55817 1.8

Verbier Ba Combe 13.03.2014 17h00m ATT2-SW 3.40 0.58 349 0.0 150.0 21349 2.1

Braemabuhl verbauung 03.04.2015 12h00m WFJ2-NE 1.01 1.10 285 0.0 150.0 6858 2.7

Braemabuhl Wildi 04.04.2015 ≈ 14h00m WFJ2-NE 1.23 1.10 245 -1.4 100.0 45614 3.3

CV-1 Andina Chile 19.10.2015 17h00m CAND5-E 2.36 0.95 359 -0.1 150.0 4019 2.2

Table 3: Erosion conditions derived from the snowcover simulations for each avalanche case study.

Upper and lower denotes two different erosion layers. The two layers system was used when new

snow was lying over old snowcover and both layers were part of the studied avalanche. In case of

only one layer all the fields at the second layer lower layer are set to zero.

LWC (%) Erosion height (m) Erosion height gradient (m/100m) density (kg/m3) volwater (mm/m) temperature (◦C) temperature gradient (◦C/100m) erodibility (-)

Avalanche upper lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper lower

Gruenbodeli 1.45 - 0.56 0.00 0.02 - 197 - 8.1 - -0.2 - 0.0 - 0.8 -

Salezer 1.89 - 0.95 0.00 0.03 - 317 - 18.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.7 -

Gatschiefer 0.00 1.47 0.55 0.95 0.03 0.04 185 360 0.0 14.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.7

Braemabuhl 2013 2.97 - 1.11 0.00 0.04 - 353 - 33.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.6 -

Drusatscha 3.41 - 0.54 0.00 0.02 - 291 - 18.4 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.6 -

MO-4 Andina Chile 2.44 - 0.90 0.00 0.03 - 296 - 22.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.6 -

Grengiols 0.00 4.67 0.43 0.60 0.03 0.00 175 270 0.0 28.0 -7.4 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.7 0.8

Verbier Mont Rogneux 3.00 - 0.60 0.00 0.02 - 317 - 18.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.6 -

Verbier Ba Combe 2.59 - 0.58 0.00 0.02 - 349 - 15.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.6 -

Braemabuhl verbauung 0.00 1.41 0.25 0.85 0.00 0.04 158 335 0.0 12.0 -2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8

Braemabuhl Wildi 0.00 1.25 0.30 0.80 0.00 0.03 164 335 0.0 10.0 -2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.6

CV-1 Andina Chile 1.51 - 0.37 0.00 0.00 - 359 - 5.6 - -0.1 - 0.0 - 0.6 -

al., 1990; Christen et al., 2010). The numerical model is outlined in Gruber and Bartelt (2007). Both

models are implemented in the RAMMS software. Models and model parameters are compared in280

Table 4.

In the calculations, we are primarily concerned with the initial and boundary conditions, which

are given by the snowcover model simulations; the release area is given by the field measurements.

The fracture depth
:::::
height is defined by the location of the highest water accumulation within the285

snowcover (Wever et al., 2016) as was previously suggested by (Vera et al., 2016). Once the fracture

depth
:::::
height

:
is known we set the snow density, snow temperature and liquid water values as the

mean values over the slab which extends from the location of the maximum liquid water to the

snow surface. We take the values at the estimated time of avalanche release. These values are

shown in Tables 2 and 3. The amount of erodible snow along the path is estimated calculating
::
is290

:::
also

::::::::::
calculating

::::
using

:::
the

:::::::
location

:::
of

:::
the

:::::::
ponding

:::::
layer.

::::::::
However,

:::
we

::::::::
calculate a gradient between

the snowcover conditions at the release and the conditions at the valley bottom.
::::
This

:::::
means

::::
that

:::
the

::::
depth

:::
of

:::
the

:::::::
fracture

:::::
height

::::
and

:::::::
erodible

::::
layer

::::::::
decrease

::::
with

::::::::
elevation.

:
The erosion model used is
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Table 4: Overview of model and model parameters used to simulate the twelve case studies.

VS guidelines Thermomechanical Comments

Reference Salm et al. (1990) Vera et al. (2015, 2016) Both models in RAMMS

Gruber and Bartelt (2007) Buser and Bartelt (2015) Christen et al. (2010)

µ0 (–) Calibrated/guidelines 0.55 Reduced by lubrication

µw (–) None 0.12 Constant in all simulations

ξ0 (m s−2) Calibrated/guidelines 1300 Reduced by fluidization

N0 (Pa) 200 200 Measured, see Bartelt et al. (2015)

α (–) 0.00 0.05 - 0.07 Depends on roughness

β (1/s) None 1.0 Depends on temperature

R0 (kJ/m3) None 2 Constant in all simulations

hm (m) None 0.1 Size of lubricated layer

κ (–) None 0.6 - 0.8 VS guidelines no entrainment

described by Christen et al. (2010); Bartelt et al. (2012a).

295

Once the initial and boundary conditions were found, the first set of simulations using the extended

model were performed. As input parameters, the model uses the release area (measured), the snow-

cover initial conditions (calculated) and a set of friction and avalanche parameters. The avalanche

parameters were found by Buser and Bartelt (2009); Vera et al. (2015); Buser and Bartelt (2015).

These parameters were kept constant for all 12 case studies as in (Vera et al., 2016). The fluidization300

parameters α and γ, see Bartelt et al. (2006); Vera et al. (2016), are fixed to a pre-determined values

based on the terrain characteristics for each avalanche path. Once these parameters are fixed they

are not tuned for the remaining set of simulations.
::
All

::::::::::
simulations

:::::
were

::::::
carried

:::
out

:::::
using

::
a
::::
grid

::::::::
resolution

::
of

::
3
:::
m,

::::::
except

:::
for

:::
the

:::::
CV-1

::::
case,

::::::
where

:::
the

::::::::
confined

:::
and

::::::
gullied

::::::
terrain

::::
was

:::::
found

:::
to

::::::
require

:
a
::::::
higher

:::
grid

:::::::::
resolution

::
of

::
1

::
m.

:
305

To perform standard Voellmy-Salm snow avalanche simulations following the Swiss guidelines

(Salm et al., 1990) it is necessary to include the entire avalanche mass within the release volume.

The guidelines do not consider entrainment along the avalanche path and therefore erosion was

not considered in the Voellmy-Salm simulations. This procedure was adopted to follow as closely

as possible the Swiss guideline procedures for avalanche calculations and allows a comparison310

between models which consider entrainment conditions (extended model) and models which employ

calibrated parameters (Voellmy-Salm). The avalanche mass of the release area was estimated from

the final mass (released plus eroded) calculated using the extended model. The total mass calculated

in the extended model is concentrated in the measured release area. With this approach, a higher

release depth
::::::
fracture

:::::
height

:
is obtained, in comparison to model calculations with entrainment.315

This method ensures that the total mass in both simulations is similar. The Swiss guidelines provides
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Observed

Yes No Total forecasted

Forecasted
Yes hits false alarms forecasted yes

No misses correct negatives forecasted no

Total observed observed yes observed no TOTAL

Fig. 2: Method to construct the contingency table, based on measured deposits outline (a), which is

then combined with the simulated deposits area (b) to identify hits (blue), false alarm (red), misses

(yellow) and correct negatives (no color, map only) (c).

FAR =
falsealarms

hits+ falsealarms
POD =

hits

hits+misses

HKS =
hits

hits+misses
− falsealarms

falsealarms+ correctnegatives
ETS =

hits− hitsrandom
hits+misses+ falsealarms−hitsrandom

1

1 where

hitsrandom =
(hits+misses)(hits+ falsealarms)

total

Table 5: Mathematical definition of the statistics scores: probability of detection (POD), false alarm

rate (FAR), Equitable threat score (ETS) and Hanssen Kuijpers or true skill score skill score (HKS)

the user a set of friction parameters to use depending on the avalanche size and avalanche return

period. Those friction parameters correspond to extreme, fast moving, dry-flowing avalanches

which have longer runouts than wet ones. For the 12 case studies, the friction parameters used are

the ones corresponding to the class ’Small’ avalanches and return period of 10 or 30 years. This320

parameter combination led to the overall best fit to observations. The calculations were performed

with the same terrain and grid resolution.
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3.3 Contingency table analysis for deposition area

The results obtained with the two models are compared through a statistical contingency table325

analysis. We compare the area covered by the avalanche deposits calculated with both models

with the deposits area measured for each case study. The terrain is divided in squared cells which

correspond with the calculation cells used in the avalanche simulations (see Fig. 2 (a) and (b)).

For each cell we check whether the cell was covered by the observed avalanche deposits or not

and whether the cell was covered by the avalanche simulation once the simulation stops or not. A330

cell will be considered as covered by the avalanche simulations only if the calculated flow height

with the mass at rest is more than 20 cm corresponding approximately to two granules diameter

(Bartelt and McArdell, 2009). Variations in modelled and observed deposition heights are not

captured with this procedure. The
::::::::
calculated

::::
flow

::::::
height

::
at

:::
the

::::
last

:::::::::
calculation

:::::
step,

:::::::
provides

:::
us

::::
with

:::
the

:::::::::
inundation

:::::
area.

::::::
These

::::
flow

::::::
heights

::::::
might

:::
not

::::::::
represent

:::
the

::::::::
observed

:::::::::
deposition

::::::
depth,335

:::::
which

::
is

::::::::
governed

:::
by

:::::::
different

:::::::::
deposition

:::::::::::
mechanisms.

::::
The

:
correspondence of observed deposits

and calculated deposits
:::
and

:::::::::
calculated

:::::::::
inundation

:::
area

:
is checked using a dichotomous contingency

table (see Fig.
:

2), that split the terrain in four different classes: hits, misses, false alarm and correct

negatives (see Fig. 2(c)). Computing the amount of cells for each class allows to calculate different

metrics to judge how both models perform. In this study the probability of detection (POD), false340

alarm rate (FAR), equitable thread score (ETS) and Hanssen-Kuipers skill score or true statistic

score (HKS) (see Table 5) are calculated (Woodcock, 1976). For POD, ETS and HKS a score of 1

would mean a perfect score, in the case of FAR a score of 0 would indicate the perfect score. This

:::::
These two-dimensional procedures avoids

::::
avoid

:
the problem of defining a one-dimensional measure

of avalanche runout.345

3.4 Avalanche runout

In addition to the contingency analysis study for the inundated area, runout distance are analyzed.

The runout distance was calculated from the difference in meters between the maximum distance

reached by the avalanche in the measurements and the avalanche simulation calculated over the line350

of steepest descend for each avalanche path in a DEM smoothed to a resolution of 20 m (see Fig.

3). The line of steepest descent was chosen as the longest line of steepest descent among all the pos-

sible ones departing from the depicted release area for each avalanche path. All simulations stoped

when 95 percent of the total mass stopped moving (Christen et al., 2010)
:::::::
stopped

::::
when

:::
the

:::::::::
avalanche

::::::::
simulation

:::::::::
contained

:::
less

::::
than

:::
5%

::
of
:::
the

:::::::::
maximum

:::::::::
calculated

:::::::::
momentum

::::::::::::::::::
(Christen et al., 2010)

:
.355
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Fig. 3: Run-out distance calculation procedure. From each calculation cell at the release area the

line of steepest descend is calculated. The intersection of the lowest part of the avalanche deposits

with the longest calculated flowline (red dot) define the avalanche runout. The same procedure is

repeated with the simulation results. The distance measured on the steepest line between the the two

intersection points is defined as the runout calculation error.

3.5 Influence of initial conditions on avalanche runout: sensitivity study

In addition to using an avalanche dynamics model where snow temperature and wetness directly

influence the flow rheology, we use a novel approach here to use simulated snowcover conditions

to directly drive the avalanche dynamics model. We constructed a sensitivity study to (i) investigate

the influence of initial snowcover conditions on the simulated avalanches and (ii) to investigate if360

the snowcover simulations by the SNOWPACK model for a specific case add information. We

consider the 12 case studies to represent 12 individual cases of wet snow avalanches. We construct

the members of the sensitivity study by interchanging the initial conditions from the 12 case studies.

This way, we ensure realistic and self-consistent simulated snowcover results which represent real

wet snow avalanche cases, in contrast with when individual variables would be varied one-by-one.365

Furthermore, we consider that for the avalanche dynamics simulations, the snowcover conditions

can be separated meaningfully in mass of the slab on the one hand (given by slab depth
:::::
height

:
and

snow density), and temperature and LWC on the other hand.

For the study, three sets of simulations were constructed as follows:
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1. Twelve simulations for each avalanche path interchanging the initial and boundary conditions370

(fracture and erosion depth
:::::
height, snow temperature, density and LWC at the erosion and at

the release) for the twelve different avalanches, obtaining thereby a set of 144 simulations.

2. A second set of simulations was performed by using the snow temperature and LWC that was

simulated by the snowcover model for that track. However, we varied the release and erosion375

depths
::::::
heights and the snow density of the twelve different case studies. This set contains

another 144 simulations and is used to verify the model sensibility to changes in avalanche

mass at the release and at the erosion.

3. A third set of simulations is constructed by keeping the snow depths
::::::
heights

:
and snow380

densities constant. The remaining conditions (i.e., temperature and LWC) were taken

from the twelve case studies, leading to another set of 144 simulations, to investigate the

importance of snowcover properties in relation to snowpack mass.

Consequently, for each of the twelve case studies we performed three different sets of simu-385

lations, resulting in a total of 432 simulations (3x12x12) where we interchanged the initial and

boundary conditions from the 12 different initial and boundary conditions. For each simulation, we

determined the difference between the observed and simulated runout as well as the contingency

scores for the inundated area.

390

4 Results

The contingency table analysis is used to explore the following questions:

1. Is it possible to drive avalanche dynamics calculations with initial and boundary conditions de-

rived from snowcover modeling? Does the application of thermomechanical models improve

the area covered by avalanche deposits and runout distances?395

2. How sensitive are the simulated deposit areas and runout distances to released mass and snow-

cover properties?

3. What role does the calculation grid resolution play in the simulated areas covered by the

deposits and runout distances?

The results of the model runs are presented extensively in the paper supplements. The graphs400

in the supplement A facilitate a direct comparison between the thermomechanical approach, the
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standard Voellmy-Salm procedure and the actual avalanche measurements, including the location

of the deposits with respect to the observed release zone. Supplement B contains the results of the

model permutations. This graphical output enables a quick assessment of the model sensitivity. In

the following we statistically analyze model performance.405

4.1 Comparison between the guideline-VS and the thermomechanical model

The twelve avalanche events were simulated using the guideline-VS model (Salm et al., 1990) and

the thermomechanical wet snow avalanche model presented in Section 2. Recall that the guideline

friction parameters were used for wet snow avalanches and best overall fit to the observed inundation

areas was found using the classification small and frequent return period of 10 to 30 years. The ther-410

momechanical model used the fracture and entrainment depths
::::::
heights derived from the snowcover

modeling. Bulk snow temperature and moisture contents were determined by layer averaging of the

fracture depth
:::::
height. The contingency table analysis for deposition areas and runout distances are

shown in Fig. 4.

A comparison between the guideline-VS and the wet snow avalanche model reveals that the ther-415

momechanical model obtains significantly better results than the guideline-VS model. The probabil-

ity of detection (POD) in conjunction with false alarm rate (FAR) scores achieved by the thermome-

chanical model improve the results by more than 0.15 points (see Fig. 4). The equitable threat score

(ETS) achieved by the thermomechanical model improves the guideline procedure by 0.13 points

(see Fig. 4). Additionally, the Hanssen and Kuipers or true skill score (HKS) reached by the ther-420

momechanical model improves by 0.17 points in comparison to the HKS reached by the guideline

model. Therefore, the thermomechanical model statistically outperforms the guideline procedure in

all four contingency metrics.

The difference in performance between guideline-VS and thermomechanical wet snow avalanche

model simulations differ per avalanche path (see Fig. 4). The guideline-VS procedure has particular425

difficulties with tracks containing a smooth transition between the acceleration and deposition zones.

These avalanche paths have a long distance where the steepness is getting progressively flatter (i.e.

Braemabuhl, Mont Rogneux, Ba Combe and Drusatcha, see in the online Supplement). In contrast,

the guideline-VS model does much better on avalanche paths with a sharp transition between the

acceleration and runout zones (Gruenbodeli, Salezer and Gatschiefer). In the examples where the430

slope angle changes smoothly the guideline calculations systematically overran the measured de-

posits (Braemabuhl, Wildi, Mont Rogneux, Ba Combe). Thus, the guideline-VS does achieve good

scores on detection (POD) but is at the same time exhibiting a high false alarm rate (FAR).

The thermomechanical model performs equally well on both types of slope and is able to

reproduce runout distances on slopes with gradual transition to the runout zone. In the case of435

Grengiols, the runout distance is somewhat underestimated; however, this was found to be caused

by the uncertainty of the elevation of the snowfall limit. This is an important result since it indicates
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the statistical results from the thermomechanical model RAMMS (black) and

the guideline-VS model (blue), for POD (a), FAR (b), ETS (c) and HKS (d).

that the snowcover modeling must be able to accurately predict the snowline elevation.

4.2 Sensitivity analysis440

The scores of the contingency table analysis reveal that the thermomechanical model, which utilizes

the modeled initial and boundary conditions, can outperform a model based on calibrated guideline

friction parameters. The primary result of the preceding section is that guideline-based avalanche

dynamics models with extreme friction parameters (avalanches with return periods greater than

300
::
10 years) will have difficulty reconstructing individual case studies and that they are not easily445

linked to snowcover conditions. The next step is to check how sensitive the thermomechanical

model is to changes in the simulated initial and boundary conditions.

4.2.1 Role of initial conditions

To demonstrate the role of initial conditions, we simulated the twelve case studies using the initial450

conditions of all the other case studies, creating a total of 144 permutations. The initial conditions

consist of fracture depth
:::::
height, snow density, temperature and LWC. For example, we simulated the

Ba Combe case study with the initial conditions from the other eleven case studies. The simulation

result of every of the permutations for each avalanche path are shown in Supplement B in the online
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supplement.455

Fig. 5 depicts the results of the 144 simulations. In these plots, the red dots indicate the sim-

ulations performed with the SNOWPACK modeled initial conditions belonging to the specific

avalanche path; the small black dots represent the remaining combinations of eleven simulations.

The large open circle represents the average of the eleven permutations.460

The first result of this sensitivity analysis is that the score difference varies more than 0.2 statis-

tical points for every avalanche path and indicator (POD, FAR, ETS and HKS scores). This result

indicates a large variability of the model with different initial conditions. The POD scores using

the ”‘right”’ initial conditions are higher than using those from the other case studies. Furthermore,

the false alarm (FAR) rate is lower. The average of the four statistical indicators calculated with465

the real initial and boundary conditions (red line in Fig. 5) outperformed the calculations with the

interchanged initial and boundary conditions for every case study. However, for particular cases,

simulations with initial conditions from another avalanche path outperformed the one calculated

with the real initial conditions. The average scores of all twelve cases is better with the real initial

conditions. A last important observation is that the spread of scores provided by the permutations470

of the initial conditions exceeds the spread of scores for all twelve simulations with the real initial

conditions.

Again, for the longer avalanche paths with a smooth transition to the runout zone (Gatschiefer,

Drusatcha, Grengiols, Verbier Mont Rogneux and Braemabuhl), the scores varied up to 0.5

points in comparison to avalanche paths where the transition is marked by an abrupt change in475

slope angle (MO-4 and CV-1 and Gruenbodeli). Thus, long avalanche tracks with a smooth transi-

tion to the runout zone benefit the most from a correct initialization using SNOWPACK simulations.

4.2.2 Role of snowcover mass and density

The initial conditions include both mass/density and temperature/water content. To quantify the480

relative importance of initial mass versus initial snowpack properties, we performed another set of

144 simulations where only the mass (both the fracture mass and entrainment depths
::::::
heights) varied.

The results of the contingency table analysis are depicted in Fig. 6. The results are similar to the

first sensitivity analysis where the entire set of initial and boundary conditions were varied. This

suggests that the selection of the initial and boundary conditions for mass is more important than the485

ones for temperature/LWC. For wet snow avalanches, this implies that the layers where meltwater

accumulates in the release zone must be identified accurately as this defines the height of the fracture

slab and therefore the release mass. A change in the fracture depth
:::::
height

:
of 10cm can lead to a

large variability in the predicted avalanche runout. This is a problematic result because it indicates

the critical role of fracture depth
:::::
height

:
as an input parameter in avalanche simulations.490
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Fig. 5: Sensitivity study simulating every avalanche path with the twelve different initial and bound-

ary conditions using the thermomechanical model RAMMS. The red dot denotes the simulation

performed with the initial and boundary conditions calculated for the corresponding avalanche path.

The open black circle denotes the average of the eleven permutations (filled black dots). In this

plot for every avalanche path fracture and erosion depth
:::::
height, temperature, density and LWC at the

release and along the avalanche path (erosion) are varied.

The role of mass entrainment is difficult to identify in the statistical scores because we considered

only warm/moist snowcovers. Moreover, the permuations did not include dry, cold snowcovers.

This result suggests that the snow quality (temperature, moisture) is more important than the snow

amount.

4.2.3 Role of snowcover temperature and water content495

Fig. 7 displays the results of the other set of 144 thermomechanical model simulations where the

temperature and LWC in the release and entrainment zones were permuted. The mass (release and

eroded) was defined by the snowcover simulations driven by the meteorological data for each case

study. The statistical results are less sensitive to changes in temperature and LWC than to mass.

This is due to the fact that only wet snow avalanches were considered and the temperature range did500

not vary outside the wet snow regime. This too, is a reasonable result because moisture contents

in the twelve case studies varied only between 0% and 5%, see Table 3. Although the variations

are less pronounced than those caused by mass changes, Fig. 7 illustrates that correctly specifying

initial snow temperature and LWC also contributes positively to the model performance. The strong

variation on long avalanche tracks with a smooth transition to runout zone demonstrates, once again,505
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Fig. 6: Sensitivity of the thermomechanical model RAMMS to permutations of avalanche mass

(fracture depth
:::::
height

:
and density). For every avalanche path twelve different fracture depths

::::::
heights,

released densities, erosion depths
::::::
heights

:
and eroded densities are permuted, keeping the LWC and

snow temperature constant. Markers and colors as in Fig. 5.

that path geometry dominates over changes in snowcover boundary conditions.

4.3 Sensitivity to calculation grid size

Contingency tables scores for the thermomechanical model can also depend on the selected grid

resolution. This would imply that the constant set of friction parameters of the wet snow model is

bounded to a particular cell size. We subsequently repeated the simulations using three different510

grid sizes: 3x3 m, 5x5 m and 10x10 m. The influence on the contingency scores is depicted in Figs.

8 and 9 for 10 m and 5 m respectively.

A similar analysis was performed by (Bühler et al., 2011); however without a statistical score and

only on a limited number of case studies. The qualitative results of that study indicate that a coarser515

resolution smooths the terrain, causing the wet model simulations to overflow the observed deposit

areas. Due to overflowing, the POD score increases by almost 0.1 statistical points in average in

comparison with the 3 m resolution simulations. The coarser simulations are highly penalized in

the FAR false alarm rate indicator, showing a drop of 0.2 statistical points on average in comparison

with the finer resolution. The statistical scores (ETS and HKS) were positively influenced by the520

increase in hit rate, but this was compensated by the even larger increase in false alarms. The ETS

score is severely penalized, dropping the statistical score by 0.15 points for the coarser simulations
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Fig. 7: Sensitivity of the thermomechanical model to different snow temperature and LWC. For

every avalanche path twelve different snow temperature and LWC in the release and erosion zones

are varied, keeping the release and eroded depth
:::::
height

:
and density constant. Markers and colors as

in Fig. 5.

(10 m) in comparison to finer simulations (3 m). Even though the HKS score is more weighted to

the number of hits, it likewise decreased, but by a smaller amount. The increase in false alarms was

so large that it mostly compensated the improvement obtained by an increase in the number of hits.525

The same analysis was repeated using 5 m resolution. In this case, the results do not differ greatly

from the results obtained with a 3 m resolution. The 5 m resolution overall statistics (see Fig. 9)

are close to or even equal (in the case of the HKS score, see Fig. 5), to the results obtained by the

3 m resolution simulations. Nevertheless, the 5 m meter resolution simulations obtained higher530

POD score than the 3 m resolution but also a higher FAR. This pattern was already observed in

the comparison between 3 m and 10 m; however, in this case the difference is much lower. In the

other two statistical indicators ETS and HKS even more similar results are obtained. The ETS score

(see Fig. 9) is slightly lower for the 5 m resolution than for the 3 m. However both obtained the

same score in the HKS indicator. The results obtained in the ETS and HKS indicators show the535

same tendency observed in the comparison between 3 m and 10 m. Coarser resolutions lead to

overflowing and obtaining more hits but also more false alarms, which penalize the overall score.

Nevertheless, in the case of 3 m and 5 m, it is necessary to compare avalanche path by avalanche

path and to check which resolution better suits a particular avalanche path. Narrow steep gullies

with pronounced topographic features (Ba Combe, MO-4 and CV-1) require higher resolution than540
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Fig. 8: Sensitivity study simulating every avalanche path with the twelve different initial and bound-

ary conditions, but with a simulation resolution (grid size) of 10 m for the 144 simulations (compare

to Fig. 5 for 3 m resolution. Markers and colors as in Fig. 5.

open slopes (Drusatscha, Mont Rogneux, Wildi and Gatschiefer).

::
In

::::::::
summary,

:::
we

:::::
found

:::
the

::::::::
following

::::::
results

::::::::
regarding

::::
grid

:::::::::
resolution:

1.
:::::::
Changes

::
in

::::
grid

:::::::::
resolution

::::
lead

::
to

:::::::::
variations

::
in

::::::::
statistical

::::::
scores

::::::::::
comparable

::
to

:::::::
changes

:::
in

:::::
initial

:::::::::
conditions

:::::
(mass

:::
and

:::::
snow

:::::::::
conditions)

:
545

2.
:::::
There

::::::
appears

::
to
:::
be

::
an

:::::::
optimal

::::
grid

::::::::
resolution

:::::::
between

:::
3m

::
to
::::
5m.

:::::::
Coarser

:::::::::
resolutions

::::::
(10m)

::::::
smooth

:::
out

:::
the

::::::
terrain

:::
too

:::::
much

:::
and

::::
lead

::
to

:::::
larger

:::::::::
inundation

:::::
areas

:::
and

::::::
longer

:::::::
runouts.

3.
:::
For

:::::::
frequent

:::::::::
avalanches

::::
(10

::::
year

:::::
return

:::::::
period)

:::
the

:::
3m

::
to

:::
5m

:::::::::
resolution

::
is
::::::::
adequate,

::::::
based

::
on

:::
the

::::::::
statistical

::::::
scores.

:::::
This

::::::
implies

::::
that

:::
the

:::::
digital

::::::::::
smoothing

:
is
::::::::::

comparable
::
to
::::

the
::::::
natural

::::::::
smoothing

:::
of

:::
the

:::::::::
snowcover

::::
over

::::
bare

::::::
ground.

:
550

4.
:::
The

:::
3m

:::::::::
resolution

:::::
gives

:::::
better

::::::::
statistical

:::::
scores

:::
for

::::::::::
avalanches

::::::::
following

::::::
narrow

:::::::
gullies;

:::
the

:::
5m

::::::::
resolution

:::::
gives

:::::
better

::::::::
statistical

:::::
scores

:::
for

:::::::::
avalanches

:::
on

::::
open

::::::
slopes.

:

4.4 Runout analysis study

A commonly used measure for avalanche size is the runout distance. Fig. 10 shows the difference

in simulated and measured runout distance for each studied avalanche for different grid cell555

sizes using the thermomechanical model RAMMS as well as the guidelines-VS model. The
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Fig. 9: Sensitivity study simulating every avalanche path with the twelve different initial and bound-

ary conditions, but with a simulation resolution (grid size) of 5 m for the 144 simulations (compare

to Fig. 5 for 3 m resolution. Markers and colors as in Fig. 5.

absolute error in runout distance calculated by the thermomechanical model is about three times

smaller than those predicted by the guidelines-VS model. The difference between both models

was larger on paths where the transition to the deposition zone was smoother (Drusatscha,

Braemabuhl, Mont Rogneux, Ba Combe, Gatschiefer). On the paths where this transition is more560

pronounced, the calculated runout distances are closer (e.g., Gruenbodeli, MO-4, CV-1, see Fig. 10).

The analysis was repeated using two coarser grid resolutions 10 m and 5 m cell size for the

thermomechanical model (see Fig. 10). In the case of 10 m resolution, the model tends to overrun

measured runout distances. The average error between simulated and measured runout increases565

from around 49 m with 3 m resolution to 72 m with 10 m resolution. The difference between 3 m

and 5 m resolution is much smaller and the 5 m resolution calculations slightly outperform the 3 m

ones in terms of runout distance. On the other hand, the 3 m resolution simulations show on average

higher ETS score and equal HKS score, compared to 5 m simulations (see Section 4.3).

We repeated the sensitivity study for runout distance with three sets of 144 simulations inter-570

changing the initial and boundary conditions as described in the previous section (see Fig. 11). The

results obtained performing the sensitivity analysis confirmed the results achieved in the previous

contingency analysis. The thermomechanical model is sensitive to changes in the initial and

boundary conditions. Those changes are more important on avalanche paths where the transition

to the runout is smooth. On those paths, changes in the initial and boundary conditions lead to575
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Fig. 10: Runout error plot comparing thermomechanical wet snow model calculations (black dots)

with guideline-VS runout calculations (blue triangles), as well as runout calculations with 5 m and

10 m model resolution with the thermomechanical model (red squares and green triangles, respec-

tively). The legend shows the absolute average simulation error for each set of simulations. It was

necessary to simulate the CV-1 case with a 1m grid resolution to better account for a vertical wall.

deviations of hundreds of meters on runouts calculations, Gatschiefer, Drusatscha, Mont Rogneux,

Ba Combe, Fig. 11. The runout calculations were more sensitive to changes in mass than in changes

in snowcover conditions (temperature and LWC). Varying the mass in the release and erosion

doubles the absolute error obtained by varying only snow temperature and LWC.

580

5 Discussion

Our analysis is limited to evaluating deposition areas and runout distances for the twelve case

studies. Other important avalanche variables, such as speed, dynamic flow heights and impact

pressures are not considered in the analysis, although they are crucial in many aspects of assessing

avalanche risks. Thus, we are considering only one primary component of the avalanche flow585

problem: calculating the area covered by the avalanche deposits. We circumvent the lack of flow

data by considering well-documented case avalanche case studies in a single flow regime (wet) with

return periods of approximately 10 to 30 years. An advantage of this approach is that we consider

more than one track geometry, allowing us to draw conclusions about the application of snowcover

models and avalanche dynamics calculations in different terrain. This is important because our590
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Fig. 11: Difference between simulated and measured runout distance for the wet snow model simula-

tions with the corresponding initial conditions (red dots) and permutations (black dots). The average

of the eleven permutations is depicted as a black open circle. (a) varying both snow mass (fracture

depth
:::::
height and density) and snow properties (temperature and LWC), (b) varying snow mass only

and (c) varying snow properties only. The red and black lines show the average absolute error in me-

ters of the whole set of simulations (sensitivity and real simulations) to the runout distance measured

in the field.
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analysis reveals that the interplay between track geometry and mass are the decisive components in

the estimation of runout and inundated area.

The starting mass was specified by performing snowcover simulations to determine the fracture

depth
:::::
height, density, temperature and water content of the release zone. The snowcover simulations595

were driven by measured meteorological data from stations near the release zone. The spatial extent

of the release was known from observations and/or measurements. Having accurate information

where the avalanche released contributes much to the goodness of the statistical scores. Knowing

the location of the release zone and a DEM of the avalanche track predetermines the flow path of

the avalanche in the simulations, making a contingency table analysis useful. The model has one600

parameter α (Buser and Bartelt, 2009), which depends on the avalanche path and still has to be

chosen by the avalanche expert. Therefore the application will demand experience in terrain and

modeling of avalanches by the avalanche expert, even though the range of α is well-constrained

(Vera et al., 2016) .

605

An advantage of the contingency table analysis is that it can be used to identify tracks where

there will be a large variability in runout depending on the initial conditions. Our analysis of the

simulations revealed a large variability in predicted runout for tracks with flat terraces and gradual

slope transitions to the runout zone. Here, we showed that the results are very sensitive to the

specification of mass in the release and entrainment zones. On these tracks, an underestimation of610

fracture depth
:::::
height of only 10 cm could lead to significant runout shortening and underestimation

of the affected area. However, the initial and boundary conditions estimated from snowcover

modeling have demonstrated a good accuracy in the overall results, the red dots on Figs. 5, 6

and 7 show on average better statistical scores than the black dots calculated with the variations.

This result suggests statistically that initial conditions derived from snowcover modeling improve615

randomly chosen initial conditions derived from a set of wet snow avalanche days. Once again,

although the coupling between the snowcover modeling and avalanche dynamics calculations can

be automatized, the sensitivity analysis suggests that a mistake in the mass estimation can lead to

entirely wrong results. We emphasize that we come to this conclusion even though we restricted

our attention to a single avalanche flow regime. Nonetheless, the coupling of snowcover models620

and avalanche simulations could provide avalanche services with more information to make a

risk assessment. Using avalanche dynamics models in this way differs from traditional avalanche

calculations, which are based on extreme conditions, with no link to particular snowcover or

meteorological conditions.

625

The general thermomechanical avalanche dynamics model RAMMS performs better than the

guideline-VS model in all statistical scores, HKS, ETS, POD and FAR (see Fig. 4). The guideline
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procedures are designed to model extreme, dry flowing avalanches, not particular avalanche events.

However, the guideline model achieved in some cases high contingency table scores, despite the

application on non extreme
::::::::::
non-extreme, wet snow avalanches. The guideline-VS model was forced630

using friction coefficients calibrated by (Salm et al., 1990). It was necessary to use the friction

coefficients corresponding to smaller avalanche sizes in order to achieve a good correspondence

between measurements and simulations. For all case studies, the friction coefficients chosen

correspond to size class ’Small’ and a return period of 10 to 30 years. The guideline-VS model had

to be manipulated by an expert user to get the best results. For example, the general model was635

first applied to determine the mass-balance of the event, which was then used to establish the initial

conditions (i.e., released plus eroded mass) of the guideline-VS model. Another disadvantage of the

guideline model is that first a calibration of the friction parameters is required to obtain reasonable

contingency table scores. Both steps are not required in the general model applications, because the

friction parameters are determined as a known function of snowcover conditions.640

Because we considered only wet snow avalanches, the range of snow temperature was rather

narrow and close to zero. The water content varied between 1% and 5%, which is a typical range of

bulk LWC for slopes (Heilig et al., 2015). The vertical liquid water distribution typically exhibited

a thin layer with high LWC located near layer boundaries (capillary barriers), which supports the645

assumption in the avalanche model that the liquid water is concentrated at the sliding surface. The

results of the snowcover simulations were visually inspected to determine the avalanche fracture

depth
:::::
height (following Wever et al. (2016)). This depth

:::::
height could be verified by the observations

of the actual release zone. The bulk LWC of the slab above the depth of the maximum local LWC was

used to initialize the simulations. In general, the statistical scores of the contingency table analysis650

did not change much as a function of the water content. However, changing water content in some

cases led to a large difference in simulated inundation area and runout distance. These cases are

associated with terrain characteristics and its influence on the rate of meltwater production as well as

the LWC of the eroded snow. For example, the Grengiols and Mont Rogneux avalanche case studies

stopped on a flat zone when the initial liquid water was reduced below the simulated SNOWPACK655

value. This indicates that underestimated LWC can lead to spurious runout shortening. In general,

however, variations of mass (i.e., fracture and erosion depths
:::::
heights

:
together with snow density)

produced larger variations in the final simulation results (see Fig. 5, 6 and 7). The mass variations

in the sensitivity analysis were broad, see Table 1. Therefore, using this set of case studies with

only wet snow avalanche cases, the model is more sensitive to changes in avalanche mass than in660

snowcover conditions (LWC and snow temperature).

The statistical scores of the contingency table analysis are dependent on the grid resolution of the

avalanche dynamics calculations. The 10 m resolution appears to be far too coarse for the avalanche

sizes of the case study examples. The contingency scores of the 3 m and 5 m resolutions are similar.
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However, the 3 m runout calculations show a trend to slightly shorter runout distances. The statistical665

scores of the 3 m resolution are overall better than the 5 m resolution because the 3 m scores were

not penalized by excess runout and therefore obtained fewer false alarms. The 5 m resolution clearly

achieved the best results for open slopes with gradual transition zones. A 3 m resolution might still be

necessary when the track contains narrow gullies, bare ground or shallow snowcovers where terrain

features, including the presence of blocky scree, can play an important role. Deposition patterns of670

the smaller events could clearly be better represented by the finer 3 m resolution.

6 Conclusions

We used the physics based snowcover model SNOWPACK to set the initial conditions for avalanche

dynamics calculations. We restricted our attention to avalanches in one flow regime (wet) where the

depth
:::::
height

:
and spatial extent of the avalanche release area was known. We used a contingency675

table analysis to statistically evaluate how well avalanche dynamics models can predict deposition

area and runout distances. Although we can demonstrate that physics based models improve the

statistical scores, we note that on certain track geometries the results of the avalanche dynamics cal-

culations are extremely sensitive to the specification of the correct starting conditions, particularly

fracture and entrainment depths
:::::
heights. These tracks contain flat track segments below the release680

zone and gradual transition zones leading towards the avalanche runout zone. In these cases, under-

estimating fracture heights and entrainment depths
::::::
heights can lead to significant underprediction

:::::::::::::
under-prediction

:
of avalanche runout distances. The problem appears not to be with the quality of

the avalanche dynamics simulations, but illustrates that for these cases it is crucial that numerical

snowcover models accurately predict the state of the snowpack from data measured from automatic685

weather stations.

The model chain could be applied in regions where considerable experience and knowledge of

local snowcover variability and avalanche history exist. As these conditions change from year to

year, a complete cadaster of documented events is still invaluable. There are cases where these

conditions are fulfilled, see Vera et al. (2016). In these situations the model chain can support690

decisions on a deterministic basis and provide decision makers with a valuable source of information

about current avalanche risks.
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